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introduction

It is gratifying to collaborate with one’s former students—especially when they have surpassed 

all reasonable expectations for creative achievement. Such is the fortunate case with my 

Keypunch co-conspirators David Claman and Ryan Vigil.

 The commission that brought the three of us together—Claman’s UnPact, premiered during 

Vigil’s second period of study with me at Tufts (in 2001-2003, after he had studied piano with 

me as a precocious child in the late 1980s at the Rivers Conservatory in Weston, Massachusetts) 

—led quickly to this recording project. Once we had David’s dynamic duet to work on, I felt 

increasing gratification as the rehearsal process moved toward performance, working alongside 

one present and former student (the same in one: Ryan) on a new work by another former student. 

This good feeling—my own creative satisfaction and accomplishment shared with David and 

Ryan—characterizes the industrious interactions that led to the present program.

 We each contribute duets and solos to the enterprise. One of my favorite moments was 

recording Vigil’s second untitled. It turns out differently each time, but with the same “silently 

depressed” poetry; two people playing exactly the same notes at slightly different paces create 

a subtle, ever-moving glint to the piece. This changing light captures the intention of Keypunch: 

three voices, four hands, myriad expressive twists. Special thanks are due to recording engineer 

and producer Joel Gordon, and to David and Ryan for producing the pieces they didn’t play in. 

—John McDonald

  John McDonald
 1 Ringlet For Change,  
  With Two Changes, Op. 372d [2:26]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil, piano, four hands

  Ryan Vigil
 2 Haiku [3:39]
  Ryan Vigil, piano

  David Claman
 3 UnPact [12:12]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil, piano, four hands

  Ryan Vigil
 4 untitled (2004) [8:19]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil, piano, four hands

  John McDonald
 5 Disappearances, Op. 422 [8:03]
  John McDonald, piano

  Ryan Vigil
 6 untitled (2005) [9:04]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil, piano, four hands

  David Claman
 7 Dedication: Thanks John [7:47]
  John McDonald, piano

  Ryan Vigil
 8 Meditation [2:34]
  Ryan Vigil, piano

  John McDonald
  Duettino, Op. 371
 9 Rhapsodietta Upon E.S.C.H.W.É. [3:43]
 10 Scherzino With Three Serious Difficulties [1:34]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil, piano, four hands

  Total Time = 59:26
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the music
John McDonald: Ringlet For Change, With Two Changes, Op. 372d (four hands; 2001-2002)
This brief, overture-like duet was composed for a Parents Weekend concert at Tufts University in October  
of 2002. In its course, a resonant progression is varied twice.

Ryan Vigil: Haiku
Composed in 2006, Haiku originated as an improvisation which was just short and simple enough to 
remain in my mind long enough to be notated directly after I played it. Like the Meditation, this piece 
utilizes a very small amount of musical material, concentrating on subtle changes of presentation. The title 
refers to a certain aesthetic of simplicity and directness that I hope the piece captures in its own way.

David Claman: UnPact (2003)
In 2002 John and Ryan asked me to write a piece for their duo. Initially I had difficulty conceiving of  
interesting ways for the two pianists to interact. The Winter Olympics were on television at the time and  
I thought I might get some ideas by watching the figure skaters in pairs. But I found the skaters’ routines 
rigid, lacking in originality, even tedious. Their strived-for ideal of perfectly controlled and unified interaction 
induced a feeling of claustrophobia in me. I wanted the pianists to interact more like real people. The image 
of two pianists sitting side by side, trying not to bump elbows or get in each other’s way, suggested discomfort, 
tension, and humor, but also the potential for great power and complexity. Thus John and Ryan’s parts are 
sometimes harmonious, sometimes slightly out of synch, and sometimes at odds with one another.

Ryan Vigil: untitled (2004)
Composed in 2004, this untitled work for piano four-hands was written for John McDonald and Marti Epstein 
—two former composition teachers of mine who also happen to be fantastic pianists and good friends (of mine, 
and of each other). The two pianists inhabit entirely different musical worlds, realized in distinct notational 
approaches: one plays a long, sustained chorale, written in traditional notation; the other dots the chorale 
with a pointillistic filigree realized in spatial notation. The non-narrative aspect of the piece is such that the 
performance is like an excerpt: a window opening and closing on a strand of music that flows beyond the 
borders of the 10-minute frame.

the composers
John McDonald
I am a composer who tries to play the piano and a pianist who tries to compose. I am currently Professor of 
Music and Chair of the Music Department at Tufts University. My output features vocal, chamber, and solo 
instrumental works, and includes interdisciplinary projects.

Ryan Vigil
A native of the Boston area, I am active as a composer, pianist, scholar, and teacher, currently on the 
music faculty at the University of New Hampshire. John McDonald was my first, fourth, and handsomest 
composition teacher. My compositions have been performed on four continents, being presented at numerous 
festivals, concert halls, theaters, churches, museums, galleries, schools, subways, and elevators.

David Claman
I began studying composition with John McDonald at the Longy School in Cambridge in 1987. My lessons 
with him were like revelations. I received an M.M. from The University of Colorado in 1993, and a Ph.D. 
from Princeton University in 2001, where my main composition teachers were Steve Mackey and Paul 
Lansky. I am an assistant professor at Lehman College-City University of New York. My website address  
is www.davidclaman.com.



David Claman: Dedication: Thanks John (1990)
Dedication: Thanks John (1990) was written as a farewell piece for John as I left Boston for Graduate 
school in Colorado. Like UnPact, it has a multi-sectional single movement form. At the time I was quite 
taken with Chopin’s Fantasy in F minor, opus 49 which has some formal similarities. The pitches were 
selected using a simple and arbitrary system that assigned numbers to each letter of the alphabet and 
then mapped the numbers onto pitches. Rhythmically, I was interested in constructing single-line melodic 
patterns with lengthy and quirky metric patterns, which nevertheless retained a sense of powerful forward 
motion. My study and love of four-voice chorale-style writing also found its way into the piece.

Ryan Vigil: Meditation
The Meditation, composed in 2002, is a straightforward composition in which a few basic musical ideas 
are projected into time and given the opportunity to resonate, recede, and, in some cases, reappear. The 
form, which was not predetermined, but is straightforward enough, consists of three (short) sections that 
correspond to the three lines of music in the notated score. The final section, which reassesses the material 
from the first section with a few subtle changes, emerged out of a desire to create both a sense of return 
and forward progress.

John McDonald: Duettino For Piano, Four Hands, Op. 371 (2001-2002)
Composed with admiration for the Austrian sibling piano duo-team Elisabeth and Alfred Eschwé, this diptych 
was fashioned for a recital that included Bizet’s Jeux d’Enfants, Grieg’s Peer Gynt Suite No. 1, and Brahms’s 
Waltzes, Op. 39. Bits of each of these works are quoted as “serious difficulties” in the brief second panel of 
the diptych, while the opening “Rhapsodietta” is a dedication to the performers, alternating a magical little 
intonation with a bop-along theme that is treated to both jocular and raucous/insistent variants.

John McDonald: Disappearances, Op. 422 (2006)
This work laments enforced disappearances: outmoded ways of life, dying languages, waning rituals, 
evaporating ecosystems. The technique used in the piece amounts to the invention of physical ways to 
“disappear” musical elements at the piano: removing notes from chords; poking holes in previously intact 
phrases to create uncomfortable silences; peeling away patterns little by little. The final passage relies on 
a nervous manual alternation that cannot conceal menacing jabs in the left hand. But even the concealing 
activity goes away at the end, and the piece subsides to nothing.

I thank my insightful former student Jason Coleman (composer and cellist) for providing (through improvisation) 
the obsessively twitching idea that pervades much of the second half of the piece. The work is dedicated to 
my colleague Marti Epstein, an extraordinary composer who has influenced me for nearly thirty years.

Ryan Vigil: untitled (2005)
This second untitled work for piano four-hands, written in 2005, is a direct result of my work on the early 
music of Morton Feldman. His compositions for multiple pianos playing the same music in independent 
tempos represent a milestone in 20th-century music, re-evaluating concepts of correspondence and control. 
The next step was a composition for piano four-hands in which different strands of music simultaneously 
unfold in independent tempos—a natural evolution considering the performance conditions of two pianists 
playing on the same instrument. Were the pianists playing the same part (as in the multiple-piano pieces), 
they would be “on top” of each other, which is why Feldman writes different music for each pianist. This is, 
however, precisely the situation in my composition: both players reading from the same exact part, but 
realizing it in independent, relatively flexible tempos. Because much of the time the two players play on the 
same keys, a complex and unpredictable network of “unreiterated because already depressed” notes alter 
the “canon” which emerges as soon as the two players are far enough apart in the score to not always be 
playing the same chord at the same time.
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  John McDonald
 1 Ringlet For Change,  
  With Two Changes, Op. 372d [2:26]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil,  
  piano, four hands

  Ryan Vigil
 2 Haiku [3:39]
  Ryan Vigil, piano

  David Claman
 3 UnPact [12:12]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil,  
  piano, four hands

  Ryan Vigil
 4 untitled (2004) [8:19]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil,  
  piano, four hands

  John McDonald
 5 Disappearances, Op. 422 [8:03]
  John McDonald, piano

  Ryan Vigil
 6 untitled (2005) [9:04]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil,  
  piano, four hands

  David Claman
 7 Dedication: Thanks John [7:47]
  John McDonald, piano

  Ryan Vigil
 8 Meditation [2:34]
  Ryan Vigil, piano

  John McDonald
  Duettino, Op. 371
 9 Rhapsodietta Upon E.S.C.H.W.É. [3:43]
 10 Scherzino With Three Serious  
  Difficulties [1:34]
  John McDonald & Ryan Vigil,  
  piano, four hands

  Total Time = 59:26
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